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length, contrasting stronglY with their clear upper halves, this forming
the white "window" which is a field mark of the species. The tips of the
secondaries were narrowlY barred so that the bird appeared to be rimmed
with brawn (also a good field mark). There were no white patches above
the cere, as is shown in most field guides(JCO).
By measurements and by the notches of the three outer primaries, the
hawk was identified as a large adult female Short-tailed Hawk, Buteo brachy~·
It is interesting that it should have been caught from so low a perch
as customarilY this species hunts from high in the air, plummeting down
upon its prey, Presumably, it came into the copse in a short period when
I had· been off on other business.
Although Short-taileds can be seen in Everglades National Park in
winter, they are rarelY recorded in Homestead, For reasons of safety this
one was released in the Park instead of in the residential and citrus grove
area where it had been captured, So far as we know, this is the first one
of its species banded. (The Banding Office has not yet confirmed this,)
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THE EBBA EDUCATION COMMITTEE REQUESTS YOUR HELP

How many times have you explained banding to a neighbor's child, or
to a passer-by who wondered what you were doing with those nets or traps?
"·Tould you be willing to do the same thing to groups involved in conservation education? Many of us feel that EBBA members can make an important
contribution to local nature classes, scout troops, and the like, by giving banding demonstrations. These need not be formal lectures, and in
fact are probablY more effective if they are very informal talks, explaining what banding is all about, how it is done, and what a bander hopes to
accomplish by this rather mysterious and complicated-looking process of
catching a bird and putting a band on its leg,
EBBA is going to begin to put conservation education leaders in touch
with banders in their area. Nature teachers, scout leaders, etc. will
write in to me and I shall send them a list of the EBBA banders (if any)
in their region. It will then be up to the teachers to contact the local
bander to see if he or she is willing to talk to their group. If you do
not feel qualified to give a demonstration, or if you are petrified at the
thought of a sea of small inquisitive faces, of course you do not have to
agree, This is purely a voluntary program. But we do hope you will give
any request that might come to you a thoughtful, and hopefully positive
consideration. You will be making a genuine contribution toward a broader
public understanding of bird banding,
Dr, Mary Heimerdinger Clench, Chairman, Assoc. Curator of Birds, Carnegie
Museum, Pittsburgh, Penna. j5213

